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Abstract
Aircraft engine manufacturers are developping a new generation of turbojet engines featuring a lower impact on the environment, increased
performances as well as reduced gas consumption. The efficiency of an engine is mostly driven by the operating clearance between the rotating
parts and the stator. Accordingly, modern designs focus on the minimization of these clearances. In this context, unavoidable rotor imbalances or
mistuning stemming from manufacturing processes as well as distortions resulting from thermal expansion or assembly conditions may generate
blade-tip/casing contacts that are now considered as non-accidental operating conditions. In order to minimize the consequences of such events, an
abradable coating is sprayed along the inner surface of the casing and acts as a fuse when the blade and the casing are in contact. However, even
when an abradable coating is used, significant structural damages and wear as well as blade failures have been witnessed experimentally. The
understanding of the physical phenomena at play called, on one hand, for throrough experimental investigations of rotor/stator contacts on full-scale
stages of compressors and underlined that blade failure is mainly due to vibratory fatigue although the abradable coating is worn. On the other
hand, numerical simulations have been performed to better understand the blade dynamics: over the last decade Snecma and its academic partners
jointly developed a code for the simulation of COntacts between ROtor and Stator: COROS. This code allows for the simulation of contacts—with
a Lagrange multiplier contact treatment procedure—between full 3D models of engine components and accounts for abradable coating material
removal. In particular, the simulation of experimental set-ups with COROS highlighted the correlation between the blade vibratory response and
the abradable material removal. Yet still an experimental code, this paper addresses the integration of COROS within the design process of aircraft
engine blades at Snecma. The paper focuses on on-going research for the identification of critical parameters in the arising of interactions as early
as the design stage of components. A particular attention is paid to the mechanical properties of the abradable coating for which both experimental
and numerical investigations are detailed.
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1. Introduction
Competition between engine manufacturers, high gas prices and
stringent environmental regulations yield tight market conditions
for the development of a new generation of aircraft engines. In
this context, novel engines must achieve higher performances
and lower gas consumption in order to maximize their energy
efficiency. Such maximization is typically twofold, it may be
achieved by: (1) using lighter materials such as composite ma-
terials and (2) reducing parasitic leakage flows. The latter are
closely related to the operating clearances between rotating and
stationary components of an engine, they have a direct impact over
the flow compression ratio from a stage of the engine to another
and thus critically affects the overall engine efficiency. Theoreti-
cally, the reduction of parasitic leakage flows is achieved through
the closing of operating blade-tips/casing clearances. In practice
however, the minimization of operating clearances leads to more
frequent structural contacts between the engine components and
such events are now accepted as normal operating conditions. Be-
cause the physical phenomena at play during these contacts are
still mostly unelucidated, many investigations have been recently
carried out [1, 2, 3]. In order to mitigate the consequences of
these structural contacts over the components structural integrity,
a widely used solution consists of depositing an abradable coating
along the casing circumference, see Fig. 1. These abradable coat-
ings are generally laid by plasma spraying of composite powders,
comprising a metal base (aluminium and silicon) and a polymer
filler (polyester) generating porosities. The mechanical properties
of these coatings are singular as they must satisfy the following
compromise: an abradable coating should be resilient enough in
order not to be damaged by the gas flow while it should act as a sac-
rificial material when an impact with the rotating blade occurs. The
abradable microstructures are known to feature good cohesion—
thanks to the metal matrix—and good abrasion—thanks to the
polyester and porosities [4, 5].

Nevertheless, experimental observations following rotor/stator

Figure 1. Overview of a rotating blade and the abradable coating on the
inner face of casing

interaction simulations on full scale test benches revealed that
significant damages may appear both on the blade, see cracks in
Fig. 2, and the abradable coating. The critical need for ensuring

Figure 2. Important damages on titanium blades and wear profile on
abradable coating

structural integrity of the engine components combined with the
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necessity of maintaining a higher engine efficiency was the core
motivation for Snecma to initiate research projects and collabora-
tions focusing on the numerical and experimental simulation of
rotor/stator interactions. First, an experimental test bench has been
developped in order to simulate rotor/stator interactions on a full
scale low-pressure compressor under vacuum with an abradable
coating deposited along the casing circumference [6]. Simulta-
neously, a research program focused on the development of a
numerical strategy [7] for the simulation of such interactions. The
goal of the research program was to develop a numerical strategy
accurate enough to predict experimental results and that could
be integrated within Snecma’s industrial environment as a first
step toward the inclusion of structural contacts within the design
process of compressor and turbine blades. The need for such nu-
merical strategy called for the development of a dedicated in-house
code as commercial softwares could not provide satisfying results
due to several limitations such as the impossibility to combine
the use of efficient component mode synthesis methods with a
precise contact treatment procedure (respect of non-penetration
conditions between structures) and accounting for both centrifugal
and gyroscopic effects. In addition, strategies for the modeling of
the abradable removal are currently non-existent in commercial
softwares.

This paper aims at describing the strategy adopted by Snecma
for acquiring knowledge on rotor/stator interactions initiated by
blade-tip/casing or abradable coating contacts. First of all, the
experimental test benches developped for the simulation of ro-
tor/stator interactions are introduced. During the last ten years
two series of tests were performed and their main results are pre-
sented herein. Secondly the original numerical approach, namely
COROS, used at Snecma to study the contact between rotating part
and casing is briefly detailed. Then, applications of COROS for
the simulation of industrial cases are reviewed. Finally, the paper
deals with on-going Research and Development projects following
two guidelines: (1) the characterization of abradable materials and
(2) the numerical improvement of COROS.

2. Experimental simulations
For the sake of confidentiality, the two experimental tests are
referred to as SN1 and SN2, also, all results are normalized.
Test benches SN1 and SN2 respectively involve a full scale low-
pressure compressor stage and a full scale high-pressure compres-
sor stage. Accordingly, the blade designs are significantly different
and so are the mechanical properties of the abradable coatings
used for each test. Obviously, targetted angular speeds are also
different in agreement with the nominal angular speed range of the
stage of interest. For both test benches, one of the blade is slightly
longer and is instrumented with strain gages sensitive to the blade
first bending and torsional free vibration modes. Accelerometers
are located on the casing. Contact with the surrounding casing
is thus initiated on this longer blade as centrifugal loads are ap-
plied as the bladed disk angular speed increases. The casing is
not deformed, though its shape is not perfectly circular due to
manufacturing tolerances and assembly conditions yield a slight
ovalization. The cold clearance between rotor and stator is zero.
For each configuration the rotor speedup aims at reaching an an-
gular speed for which the blade vibration along its first bending
mode is synchronous. Also, it should be mentioned that tests are
performed under vacuum, thus there are no aerodynamic loads.

2.1 Test bench SN1

This test bench is presented in detail in [6]. The geometries of parts
(casing and blades) are representative of a low-pressure compressor.
The targetted angular speed �1 is chosen so that it corresponds to

a sixth of the first eigenfrequency of the blade as depicted on the
Campbell diagram in Fig. 3. For � D �1, the first eigenfrequency
of the blade intersects the sixth engine order line H6. Accordingly,
when contact occurs, it is expected that the blade will mostly
respond on its first free-vibration mode, the first bending mode.

At the end of the experimental simulation, cracks, heating marks
and damages at the tip are witnessed on the blade. Also, a sig-
nificant wear is observed on the abradable coating following a
six-lobe pattern along the casing circumference as depicted in
Fig. 4. Additionally, thermocouples located on the outer side of
casing show significant increase of temperature, about C50 ıC.
Interestingly, the accelerometers on the casing did not show any
significant levels of vibration.

Figure 3. First natural frequency of the blade (a stiff disk is assumed)
over the angular speed range of interest and engine order lines H3 to H7.
The first eigenfrequency of the blade ( ) intersects the sixth engine

order line H6 ( ).

Based on the results obtained with test bench SN1, it is first
highlighted in [6] that blade failure is observed following a
blade/abradable coating interaction. The failure seems to be in-
duced by vibratory fatigue since the blade strain gages bring to
light the increase of the stress amplitude within the blade during
the interaction. An extensive post-processing procedure based on
a Fourier Transform of the results revealed that the first bending
mode is dominant in the blade dynamics, particularly at the end
of the interaction. As mentioned above, the blade dynamics along
its first bending mode is synchronous with the angular speed and
the number of lobes found around the casing circumference is in
agreement with the targetted engine order H6. In addition, this test
bench provides useful data regarding thermal effects within the
abradable coating that may be related to the wear pattern.

Figure 4. Circumferential wear of the abradable coating, facing the
blade trailing edge. Dashed circles represent the initial radius
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2.2 Test bench SN2

Test bench SN2 involves a high-pressure compressor stage. The
abradable coating composition contains much less polyester than
for test bench SN1, it is representative of a coating sprayed within
a high-pressure compressor stage. Similarly to test bench SN1,
the targetted angular speed �2 is chosen so that blade vibration
along its first bending free-vibration mode is synchronous. It
is pictured in Fig. 5 that for � D �2, the first eigenfrequency
intersects the eigth engine order line 8N. For the considered blade
design, the angular speed �2 is of particular interest as it is also
the location of the intersection between the first torsional mode
and the twenty second engine order line 22N. The concomitance of
both intersections motivates the experimental simulations carried
out around this interaction point.

Figure 5. First and second natural frequencies of the blade (bending and
torsional mode) depending on speed. First eigenfrequency ( ); eigth
engine order line 8N ( ); first torsional mode ( ); twenty second

engine order line 22N ( )

Post-interaction observations did not reveal any blade failure: no
significant damage could be seen on the longer blade eventhough
stress signals time histories acquired by the different strain gages
featured increasing stress levels and peaks of stresses as visible
in Fig. 6. As opposed to what was observed with test bench SN1,
the thermocouples located on the outer surface of the casing did
not feature significant temperature variations (more or less 2 ıC
through out the simulation). Regarding the abradable coating wear
pattern, twenty-two lobes are noticeable, thus indicating that the
torsional interaction may have been dominant.

A Fourier analysis of the stress signal history is conducted for
three different time intervals as depicted in Fig. 6. This analysis
reveals that the first bending mode (1F) is mostly dominant at the
beginning of the interaction while the peak of stress located around
t2 almost solely involves the first torsional mode (1T). Following
the stress peak, for t D t3, both the first bending mode and the first
torsional mode are significantly involved in the blade dynamics.
One may speculate that the concomitance of two intersections
involving distinct free-vibration modes mitigates the possibility of
the interaction thus explaining why, contrary to test bench SN1, no
blade failure is observed in test bench SN2.

3. Numerical strategy and integration within
snecma industrial environment
As mentioned in the introduction, the research project carried
out by Snecma aims at the development of a numerical strategy,
namely COROS, dedicated to the modeling of the test benches
presented in the previous section. The numerical strategy must
comply with the following specifications:

Figure 6. Time evolution of strain gage signal and the FFT analysis at
three different time

� be numerically efficient: the blade vibratory behaviour must
be retrieved for many revolutions for potentially many angular
speeds and contact configurations,
� allow for retrieving displacement and stress fields over the full

finite element model at any time step of the simulation,
� account very accurately for non-penetration contact conditions

between the structures involved in the interaction,
� be able to simulate a large variety of contact configurations

(casing shape, clearance configuration...),
� account for both centrifugal and gyroscopic effects,
� be fully compatible with the Snecma industrial environment.

3.1 Solution method
Because the physical phenomena at play during the interaction are
not fully understood, a quantitative approach based on explicit time
integration is considered: the central finite differences time integra-
tion scheme is employed. Frequency based approaches, that typi-
cally require an a priori knowledge of the physical phenomena—in
order to properly select useful harmonics for instance—are thus
excluded. The need for a precise contact treatment procedure mo-
tivates the use of a Lagrange-multiplier based approach [8] instead
of a penalty-based method which inconveniently allows for signif-
icant residual penetrations. In order to ensure the computational
efficiency of the procedure, component mode synthesis methods
are used and lead to small yet accurate models of full 3D finite
element models. Fixed-interface methods are preferred [7] as they
allow for keeping selected degrees of freedom useful for contact
management along the blade tip within the reduced space. Finally,
a wear law is developped [9] in order to model abradable coating
removal as well as the contact forces applied along the blade tip
during the interaction.

The reader may refer to previous publications for additional de-
tails regarding the convergence of the obtained results with respect
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to the time step, the modal reduction basis or the discretization of
the abradable coating.

3.2 Industrial integration
In order to ensure a full integration of the numerical strategy within
Snecma industrial environment, the input finite element modes
are industrial 3D finite element models obtained from Samcef.
The output result files are written in such way they can be read
by Samcef post-processing modules: Samres and Samfac. A
dedicated graphic user interface is created and advanced post-
processing tools (interaction maps, automated Fourier analyses,
wear maps...) are created with Python codes.

4. Numerical results
4.1 Test bench SN1

The results obtained with numerical model of test bench SN1

have been published in [10]. The proposed numerical strategy
was successfully used for the determination of the interaction
angular speed. The abradable wear pattern along the casing
circumference—featuring six distinct lobes depicted in Fig. 7—as
well as the frequency content of the blade dynamics were accu-
rately predicted. In addition, predicted maximum stress areas
within the blades were in good agreement with experimentally
observed damaged areas.

0

π
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π

3π
2
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Figure 7. Wear pattern of the abradable coating (facing the trailing edge)
simulated with COROS [10] for test bench SN1

4.2 Test bench SN2

A numerical model was also considered for test bench SN2. Con-
trary to test bench SN1, the ovalization of the casing was less
obvious experimentally. Yet, an ovalized casing was used in the
numerical model in order to initiate contact with the rotating blade.
Based on empirical data, the wear law mechanical properties were
updated in order to account for the specificity of the abradable coat-
ing of this test bench. A 22-lobe wear pattern pictured in Fig. 8 was
numerically predicted in agreement with experimental observa-
tions. However, the numerical model failed to predict comparable
participations of the first bending and torsional modes within the
blade dynamics. Contrary to the numerical results obtained for
test bench SN1, results for SN2 were particularly sensitive to the
casing initial profile thus hinting that the phenomenon of interest
may not be as robust as for test bench SN1.

4.3 Optimization of a blade design
Recently, COROS was integrated to the design process of a high-
pressure compressor blade [11]. The design improvement was

Figure 8. Wear pattern of the abradable coating (facing 8 points: from
trailing to leading edge) simulated with COROS for test bench SN2

superimposed with the initial casing profile ( )

driven by aerodynamic performances. The design parameter was
the stacking law, see Fig. 9, as well as the cross section of the
blade. The stacking law of a blade is a fictive line, from the root to
the edge of a blade, giving the direction and the orientation of the
stack of cross section.

Figure 9. (a) Schematic view of the stacking law of a high-pressure
compressor blade, (b) cross section of the blade

Following the design procedure, a few eligible blade profiles
are analyzed with COROS for various contact configurations. A
reduced order model is computed from the 3D finite element mesh
files and contact simulations are run through out a wide angular
speed range. For each angular speed, a Fourier spectrum is com-
puted once steady state has been reached. Putting side by side
these spectra leads to an interaction map such as the one pictured
in Fig. 10. Peaks of amplitude define critical speeds that should be
avoided.

5. Research and development projects and
perspectives
5.1 Full-scale interaction tests
As explained in the introduction the study of Rotor/Stator contact
is relatively recent at Snecma. First experimental tests were per-
formed in 2006 and the development of the numerical approach
took roughly five years. Work is in progress for Snecma and its
academic partners in order to improve COROS. Beside of the nu-
merical developments, other academic partners work with Snecma
focusing on: (1) understanding and simulating wear mechanism
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Figure 10. Time-Frequency diagram highlighting critical area defined
as a suddenly increasing of frequency amplitude

of abradable coating, (2) studying thermal effects in contact and
developping new full-scale interaction tests. The numerical ap-
plications in industrial environment show difficulties in matching
the tests and the shape of the casing is the first order parameter
influencing the dynamic response of blades. The quality of mea-
sured temperature data was poor for SN1 and SN2 test benches.
A new campaign of three tests is in progress taking into account
the aforementioned limitations. The geometry of these three tests
is representative of a high-pressure compressor. A longer blade
is instrumented with strain gages. Thermocouples are located on
the outer side of casing additionally an infrared thermal camera is
used to measure the temperature of blades and abradable coating.
The casing is initially scanned in order to know its shape with
great precision. After the test the casing will be scanned again (ten
points axially for each degree along the circumference). The only
difference between the first two tests is the geometry of the blisk.
The differences of the blade are a small change for the stacking law
based on the numerical investigations mentioned above regarding
blade design optimization. The targetted speed is slightly different
because of the difference of natural frequencies. The difference
between the second and third test is the abradable coating. In the
second the coating is an aluminum-silicon with polyester whereas
the other has only a metallic matrix composed of aluminum-silicon.
This work will constitute a rich test plan to improve COROS.

5.2 Wear modeling improvements
The modeling of wear in COROS is clearly a stringent limit. The
material parameters: yield stress, plastic modulus and young mod-
ulus provide accurate contact forces on the blade but additional
phenomena must be accounted for in order to match experimental
observations. However an introduction of viscosity for the elastic
behavior improves the model slightly [12]. A qualitative study
based on a phenomenological approach is employed to take into
account wear mechanisms such as: erosion, densification, plas-
ticity, cutting, smearing or material transfer [13]. The new law
is an addition of terms representing each wear mechanism. The
coding in COROS is in progress. Important work will be done in
order to match experimental tests performed in French universities.
A first test bench, see Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, is also performed in
order to characterize the contact forces between abradable and a

Figure 11. Test bench developed in partnership with Snecma to measure
contact under high velocity (300 m/s) [12]

titanium tool [14]. This test bench has been improved in order to
measure axial, tangential and radial forces and to put a camera
in-situ. These tests are very interesting to calibrate the abradable
behavior in COROS since there is no dynamics movement for the
titanium tool. So the numerical simulations are more or less fast
and easy. A different test platform consists of a rotating cylin-

Figure 12. Detailed view of the projectile and the titanium tool on the
test bench [14]

der whose external surface is coated with an abradable material,
see Fig. 12. The blade geometry has been simplified and the in-
teraction generated by translating the blade toward the rotating
cylinder [15]. The numerical simulations of this test can settle
the abradable parameters and also the contact parameters since
the dynamic behavior is precisely measured through digital image
correlation and strain gages.

5.3 Introduction of thermal effects
The full-scale interaction tests have shown significant increase
of temperature. Then some publications highlight the influence
of thermal effects through numerical approach [16, 17]. For the
new test benches, tests will be performed in order to measure
the temperature during a blade/abradable contact. For example
Infrared thermal camera will measure temperature of the coating.
Thermocouples stuck on the blade, through an inverse method,
will provide temperature on the contact (on the blade tip). The
associated numerical approach is still in consideration, notably on
the manner to take into account the thermal expansion.

5.4 Advanced signal processing techniques
A third evolution of COROS aims at improving the Fourier anal-
ysis of the vibratory movement of the blade as detailed in [18].
The displacement of the blade may not always be periodic and a
usual Fourier analysis may thus be inefficient. The analysis of time
responses is here expanded to transient time responses based on a
modified Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) procedure [19,
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Figure 13. Schematic representation of the test bench developed to study
the interaction forces [15]

20]. Signal is decomposed over a basis of Intrinsic Mode Func-
tions (IMF). The IMF functions, under certain mathematical prop-
erties [19] are associated with instantaneous frequency – obtained
with a Hilbert transform of the IMF. Such strategy seems promis-
ing for both live monitoring and numerical results post-processing
purposes.

5.5 Full bladed disk interaction analysis
Both test benches SN1 and SN2 featured full bladed disks but the
actual witnessed interaction phenomena only involved a single
blade: vibration levels on the casing as well as on the other blades
were found negligible experimentally. However, other interaction
phenomena exist, such as modal interaction [2] and whirl mo-
tions [21], that involve the full bladed disk and the surrounding
casing. This section focuses on the extension of COROS to these
phenomena. The modal interaction is related to the specific modal

Figure 14. Finite Element Model of 4 sectors of fan stage and its
associated displacement field

properties of cyclically symmetric structures and may occur when
the mode shape geometry of the bladed disk and the casing match
and their travelling wave speeds coincide.

First of all, the use of cyclic symmetry conditions, assuming
the bladed disks are perfectly tuned, allows for the computation of
reduced-order models of full 3D finite element models of bladed
disks. Contact simulations are run managing contact on the tip of
each blade and displacement fields may be retreived as pictured
in Fig. 14 where four sectors of a 22 sector fan stage model are
pictured. For each time step of the simulation, the computation of
stress fields advantageously provide information regarding critical
areas within the structure when contacts occur. For example, a
zoom over the stress fields within the blade roots of the aforemen-
tioned four sectors is provided in Fig. 15

Figure 15. Finite Element Model of the 4 sectors focused on stress field
near the dovetail

Accounting for a flexible casing is the last step before the sim-
ulation of modal interaction. Exemplarily, a cut view of the fan
stage of an aircraft engine and the associated casing is pictured in
Fig. 16. For such simulations, more advanced numerical develop-
ments featuring a nonlinear contact detection algorithm and the
contact surface smoothing are required.

Figure 16. Finite Element Model of a CFM fan stage, with the casing

The whirl/whip phenomenon [3] is also a concern for Snecma.
It is a singular issue since under unidentified conditions the fan
blades rubs slightly with the casing. Then the contact forces be-
tween blades and casing increase up to a point where the damages
of the structure may be significant. As a result, the whole shaft
features a dynamic movement leading potentially to important
damages which could be more important than a Fan Blade Out
event. To better understand these phenomena, rarely observed
experimentally, the previous numerical approach (flexible casing
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and full bladed disk) has to be coupled with the standard studies
of rotor dynamics. In rotor dynamics, studies aim at investigat-
ing the movement of flexible shaft using simplified models like
cylinder/cylinder contact [22, 23]. In this context a recent anal-
ysis on an Industrial Whole Engine Model (WEM) has included
a flexible casing [24] and an other analysis introduces flexible
blades through Euler-Bernoulli beams [25]. The objective, now
is to perform analyses with COROS for flexible shaft and bearing
stiffness. A first attempt was proposed [26] consisting of a 2D
in-plane model. This model features a set of curved beams for the
casing and beams for the bladed-disk (Figure 17). The flexibility
of the shaft is reflected by two linear springs attached to the center
node of the disk.

Figure 17. Schematic representation of the 2D in-plane model [26]

6. Conclusion
This paper aims at describing the overall methodology deployed
at Snecma in order to develop new generation of aircraft engines
with reduced operating clearances between rotor and stator. The
methodology is twofold, it relies on: (1) an experimental approach
to understand phenomena and, (2) a numerical approach for the
development of predictive models. The experimental test benches
highlight strong links between the wear pattern and the dynamic be-
havior of the blade, notably the number of lobes observed around
the casing is in agreement with the targetted engine order H6
for SN1 and H22 for SN2. Furthermore, significant increases of
temperature are recorded involving thermal effects at the area of
contact. The numerical strategy, namely COROS, has been devel-
oped for about ten years in partnership with academic partners.
The goal of the numerical approach is to simulate a rotating blade
in contact with a rigid casing—possibly not perfectly circular—
and accounts for the abradable coating. To reduce the number of
degrees of freedom a first step is to use component mode synthesis
methods. The second step is the simulation of blade/casing contact,
taking into account the abradable wear. The contact algorithm is an
explicit time scheme. This numerical approach is used to simulate
the test bench presented in the first section with attractive results
in terms of dynamical behavior and wear pattern matching. As
a consequence COROS is a numerical tool used in design office
in order to discriminate ‘bad’ blade geometries for which peaks

of amplitudes are numerically predicted over the nominal angular
speed range. Obviously, various scientific works are in progress
since this research field is still fairly recent and the numerical ap-
proaches must reach higher predictivity level. Accordingly, a new
experimental test plan has been defined with more accurate mea-
sures of casing shape. In order to clearly define the influence of
each parameter there are few differences between tests. The wear
behavior law of the abradable is improving in order to introduce
more physical behavior of the abradable in COROS. Then this new
law will be used and is expected to match the experimental results.
Other scientific works will help Snecma to better apprehend physi-
cal phenomena as modal interaction and whirl movements. The
introduction of flexible casing and a multi-bladed simulation is
a way to study the first issue. For the second one, the way is to
couple the COROS approach with a model shaft.
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